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How to vote in 
OmaStadi

If you don’t have online banking codes, you can vote by showing your ID in 
different city offices throughout Helsinki. You can find more information on city 
offices offering assisted voting and assisted voting timetables at omastadi.hel.fi.

1. Go to omastadi.hel.fi

2. Identify using online banking codes or mobile ID. 
Comprehensive and Upper Secondary school students can 
identify themselves using Wilma ID.

3. Choose a district of Helsinki that you wish to vote in. Proposals for 
the whole city of Helsinki are displayed automatically.

4. Browse the proposals for the district and for Helsinki as a whole.

5. Choose as many proposals as you can fit into the budget of your chosen district.

6. Check your selection and cast your vote. After this, you will no longer be able to 
change your vote.

Vote between 6-28 October 2021

OmaStadi is the City of Helsinki’s way of conducting 
participatory budgeting, and the City has allocated 
8.8 million euros to implementing ideas proposed 
by residents. The funds will be divided between the 
major districts based on their population. However, 
20 percent of the appropriations have been 
reserved for joint proposals that affect the entire 
City and not just a single major district.

In this catalogue, you will find the proposals by 
district that you can vote on at omastadi.hel.fi in 
October.

You can vote for the proposals of one district of 
your choice. Additionally, you can vote on proposals 
for the whole city of Helsinki. You can freely allocate 
the budget for your chosen district as well as for 
the whole city. The city implements the most voted 

proposals. You can read more on how the voting 
result is formed at omastadi.hel.fi.

You can find all the proposals to vote on and 
additional information at omastadi.hel.fi.

In OmaStadi, 8.8 million euros is divided amongst 
seven districts based on their population.

Additionally, there is a separate budget for 
proposals pertaining to the whole city of Helsinki.

All residents of Helsinki over the age of 12 as well 
as those turning 12 this year can vote. You can vote 
on proposals of one district of your choice as well 
as for proposals for the whole city. You can vote for 
more than one proposal and allocate the budget for 
the areas as you wish.

Helsinki allocates 8.8 million euros to realising the residents’ ideas. Vote for your 
favourites of the residents’ proposals 6–28 October 2021!

What is 
OmaStadi

Who can vote?
• Every resident of Helsinki over the age of 12 as well as those turning 12 this year is eligible to vote in 

OmaStadi.

How can I vote?
• You can vote for proposals in one district of your choice as well as those for the whole city of Helsinki.
• There are dozens of residents’ proposals to vote for in each district and you can choose as many as 

you can fit in the budget for that area.

Where can I vote?
• The vote is between 6–28 October 2021 and you can vote at omastadi.hel.fi.
• You can vote by identifying yourself with online banking codes or mobile ID at omastadi.hel.fi. 

Comprehensive and Upper Secondary school students can vote using their Wilma ID.

Where can I follow the OmaStadi vote?
• You can follow the vote in real time at omastadi.hel.fi. The results will be out on 29 October 2021. 

The implementation phase will begin in 2022.
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All of Helsinki 
1 760 000 €

Northern 
477 120 €

Northeastern 
1 116 890 €

Eastern and 
Östersundom  

1 275 370 €

Southeastern 
588 090 €

Central  
1 040 790 €

Western 
1 228 890 €

Southern 
1 312 850 €
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Environmental 
friendliness

900 Dog park for small and large dogs in Keski-Töölö • 
325 000 €
Separate dog parks for small and large dogs would be 
built in Sibelius Park.

916 Floating nests • 35 000 €
A floating artificial island for geese would be built at 
Töölönlahti, which would also work as a place for the 
birds to rest. Even rarer bird species could nest and 
raise their young without being disturbed by passers-by.

1090 Sea Rubbish Removal and reducing the risks • 
35 000 €
Specific implementation plan for sea rubbish removal for 
reducing the risks.

Culture
827 Signs for historical and natural sites in Lauttasaari 
• 36 000 €
Clear signs using modern technology that would serve 
various target groups at the valuable and unique 
historical and natural sites in Lauttasaari.

896 Legal graffiti walls for Jätkäsaari and Hernesaari • 
50 000 €
Legal and temporary (10 years) graffiti walls would 
be erected in a place where they fit into the urban 
environment in Jätkäsaari and Hernesaari.

918 ‘Manors of Helsinki’ exhibition for the City Museum 
• 226 000 €
Helsinki City Museum would produce an exhibition 
focusing on the history and modern status of manors, 
and the significance of manors for Helsinki and its 
residents.

1022 ‘The blocks of Laru’ photography exhibition on the 
switchboards in Lauttasaari • 55 000 €
Producing a permanent historical photo exhibition on 
‘the blocks of Laru’ to be displayed on the switchboards 
of Lauttasaari.

1125 Honouring environmental culture – restoring Tove 
Jansson Park • 35 000 €
Moving the Convolvulus statue, made by Viktor Jansson 
with his daughter Tove Jansson as the model, from 
Kaisaniemi Park to Tove Jansson Park in Katajanokka.

Sports and outdoor 
recreation

583 Renovating the Topelius field as a local sports field 
• 250 000 €
2022–2023: A study of environmental history would 
be carried out for Topeliuksenpuisto, after which the 
planning on the implementation of the renovation can 
start. The implementation does not fit into the schedule.

685 Removing gravel and asphalt from schools – child-
friendly modernisation of the yards and local fields of 
the southern schools • 400 000 €
The gravel or asphalt fields of 3–5 schools in the 
southern major district would be turned into artificial 
turf or tartan, at the scale designed by the experts.

686 Making the Uunisaari pedestrian path accessible 
and improving the swimming opportunities • 140 000 €
Swimming opportunities and accessible traversing from 
one island to the next would be improved by increasing 
the number of changing cabins and storage lockers and 
renovating the stairs.

689 Barbecue spot and canopy for meals in Lauttasaari 
• 80 000 €
A barbecue and lunch spot with a maritime view would 
be built for the recreational area in Lauttasaari. The spot 
would also work as a relaxation area for daycare and 
school groups when they are exploring nature.

690 Outdoor gym for Lauttasaari Beach • 70 000 €
A diverse and safe outdoor exercise spot for 
Kasinonranta, Lauttasaari. Old outdoor gym equipment 
would be replaced with new equipment that have 
adjustable weights.

693 Outdoor gyms for Katajanokka and Kruununhaka • 
90 000 €
Outdoor gym equipment with adjustable weights for 
Katajanokka and Tervasaari, Kruununhaka.

753 Swimming spots for Southern Helsinki • 100 000 €
A survey would be carried out regarding the expansion 
of the City of Helsinki’s swimming places, particularly 
the beaches of Suomenlinna, Katajanokka, Tervasaari 
and Kaivopuisto and other areas in Southern Helsinki.

809 Ballcourt/ice-skating rink • 82 000 €
A ball game court for playing ball games (football, 
basketball, handball, floorball). In the winter, it could 
work as an ice rink. The field could be located in 
Tervasaari, next to the amphitheatre.

833 Rowing marina for traditional rowing • 235 000 €
The activities and communality of rowers would be 
supported in Lauttasaari by seeking a place for landing 
and storing rowboats in the area.

Southern voting district consists of: Lauttasaari • Kruununhaka • Kluuvi • 
Katajanokka • Kaartinkaupunki • Punavuori • Eira • Ullanlinna • Kaivopuisto 
• Hernesaari • Suomenlinna • Kamppi • Etu- ja Taka-Töölö • Ruoholahti • 
Jätkäsaari • Lapinlahti
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870 Turning Eiranranta into a multi-purpose, pleasant 
and functional beach for year-round use • 105 000 €
Better equipment and furniture for Eirantanta Beach to 
allow it to be used year-round.

878 New activities for Köykkäri based on children’s 
ideas! • 110 000 €
New activities for Köydenpunojanpuisto for the local 
children, pupils and families in Hietsu, with the children’s 
opinions taken into account.

893 Sports spot and plants for Sinebrychoff Park • 
170 000 €
A sports area with opportunities for various games, 
schools’ physical education, sledding, etc. In addition 
to this, the park would be made livelier by planting 
perennials and flower bulbs.

922 Room for dance in the city! • 250 000 €
Two open outdoor spaces suitable for dancing would be 
created for the City.

968 In-ground trampolines for Suomenlinna, Johari, 
Katajanokka, Sinebrychoff Park and Kaivopuisto – a fun 
activity for people of all ages • 50 000 €
In-ground trampolines for suitable parks in the city 
centre to support the movement of people of all ages.

971 A field of a thousand smiles • 260 000 €
Ruoholahti field would be renovated and improved in 
terms of sports and community spirit.

995 Marinas for small boats in front of restaurants/
cafes on the coast • 60 000 €
The City’s review of short-term docking of boats and a 
proposal for placing the suitable piers along Helsinki’s 
coastlines.

996 Renovating the playground at Meripuisto to be 
used by the whole family • 490 000 €
The playgrounds and park area in Meripuisto would be 
renovated to serve children and adults diversely and 
increase living comfort.

999 Lighting for the outdoor gym area of Hietaniemi 
Beach • 100 000 €
Sufficient year-round lighting for the excellent outdoor 
gym area in Hietaniemi beach.

1001 Turning Kaisaniemenranta into a pleasant 
recreational place • 81 000 €
Kaisaniemenranta would be made more pleasant and 
turned into a comfortable recreational area.

1011 Creating a pleasant oasis for Lauttasaari by 
restoring Kasinonranta • 230 000 €
The area’s sports facilities would be improved by 
renovating the beach volley and basketball courts, as 
well as restoring the water sports areas and the beach.

1023 A pump track at Lauttasaari • 300 000 €
A pump track at Lauttasaari. The material would be 
concrete, which is ideal for scooter riders, roller skaters 
and cyclists. The exact location will be specified after the 
voting.

1036 A sports area and gym equipment for Vattuniemi, 
Lauttasaari • 55 000 €
A small ‘light workout place’ for Vattuniemi recreational 
area, close to Veijarivuori Park, to improve the well-being 
and health of residents of all ages.

1123 Children’s water park • 300 000 €
A children’s water park for Helsinki city centre where 
parents and children can safely spend time on nice 
summer days.

Parks and nature
543 Public toilets for the users of the Lapinlahti area • 
150 000 €
An accessible public toilet which would be placed with 
regard to the park’s historical value. E.g. somewhere 
around the dog park and close to a main pathway.

554 A piece of Japan in Lauttasaari – a soothing oasis 
for the residents and a breath from faraway places • 
550 000 €
A wonderful Japanese-syle garden for Lauttasaari. 
The elements existing in the area, such as stones and 
streams, would be used as much as possible. The exact 
location will be specified after the voting.

687 Renovating Linnankoskenpuisto (AXA Park) • 
350 000 €
The Linnankoskenkatu Park in Taka-Töölö would be 
renovated into a pleasant and safe playground and 
recreational area for the whole family.

688 Improving the surroundings of the pedestrian path 
at the point of Katajanokka • 60 000 €
The usability of the seats and seating groups along 
the route would be improved; Matruusinpuisto would 
have groups of picnic tables, and seasonal lights on the 
dedicated juniper in the winter.

696 Illuminating and renovating Tervasaari dog park • 
35 000 €
Added lighting to Tervasaari dog park, the damaged 
benches would be renovated, and new benches would be 
added. In addition to this, entry would be improved with 
the help of an entranceway and non-freezing crushed 
rubber.

743 Renovating the playgrounds in Suomenlinna, 
Kruununhaka, Tervasaari and Katajanokka • 260 000 €
The areas’ playgrounds would be renovated and turned 
into safe playing places that stir the imagination, 
encourage various forms of exercise and support the 
development of children and young people of the areas.

781 Regenerating Kapteeninpuistikko • 100 000 €
The park’s nature would be improved through plants, 
nest boxes and insect hotels, and the residents’ well-
being and community spirit would be improved through 
tennis tables and benches.

865 Oma stadi – My parks! • 86 000 €
QR codes on action boards would be placed to the parks 
in the city centre to activate residents. With QR codes, 
you can open content produced by children related to 
physical activity, culture and nature.

941 Planter boxes in Lauttasaari (Lahnalahti Park) • 
35 000 €
Planter boxes, water tap, water tanks, gardening tool 
box, compost bin, insect hotel, as well as arranging the 
reservation system for the planter boxes and a simple 
design of the area (1-2 tables and chairs).

1046 Marine nature needs recycling • 40 000 €
A significant number of bins for various types of waste 
would be added to Southern Helsinki / the city centre.

Built environment
603 Messeniuksenkatu square • 200 000 €
Making the Messeniuksenkatu square more pleasant 
and clearer in terms of traffic.

919 Renovation of Fredrik Square • 50 000 €
With little renovation, Fredrik Square would be made a 
lively and pleasant heart of the district. The area would 
be turned into a pleasant meeting place with plants, 
benches and other additions.

1051 Public toilet for Ryssänkärki, Lauttasaari • 
250 000 €
An accessible public toilet for Ryssänkärki. This could be 
implemented as a Helsinki-huussi toilet.

Community spirit
679 Turning Jätkäsaari Library into a modern 
community centre • 425 000 €
A pilot would be used to develop a modern community 
centre at Jätkäsaari Library that would offer a variety of 
recreational activities and services for the area.

798 Ohjaamo for adults • 390 000 €
A low-threshold lounge and service point for adults 
where social services, for example, would be offered.

888 Punavuori Backyard Festival • 37 000 €
Punavuori Backyard Festival is a music/art event 
organized by artists, promoters and residents. The 
aim is to connect the history of Helsinki to its current 
residents through music and art performances.

897 Hietsu dance and shared audio systems • 50 000 €
Dance events open to all at the Hietsu pavilion where 
various artists would play based on changing themes. 
Additionally: movable and borrowable PA equipment.

943 Community House in Lauttasaari • 217 000 €
Indoor place for people to gather in a spontaneous or 
planned way.

967 A gaming facility for young people aged 14–18 in 
Southern Helsinki! • 636 800 €
A gaming space for young people with e.g. computer 
rooms for 5 people. The gaming space would be 
accessible by young people aged about 14–18 who 
would like to have more meeting and gaming places in 
Southern Helsinki.

1063 Community centre for Katajanokka • 217 000 €
A shared space that would support community spirit in 
the area, bring local operators together, and help build 
cooperation between them.

1109 Facilitating picnics at Matruusinpuisto • 78 000 €
The green area would be made into a recreational area 
for people of all ages by improving its comfort.
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Environmental 
friendliness

840 Restoring Mustapuro and building a vantage point 
• 250 000 €
A few vantage points, that would be as natural as 
possible, would be built for Mustapuronjuoksu. The exact 
location and content will be specified after the voting.

Culture
630 Theatre for first-graders • 71 000 €
Offering pupils in the first few grades the opportunity 
to visit the theatre, circus, opera or puppet theatre. 
Starting a tendering process for the performance 
and booking a suitable place for the shows for 
schoolchildren.

1042 A year of sparkling events at Kontula cultural 
shopping centre! • 150 000 €
The cultural activities at Kontula shopping centre would 
be improved by supporting the residents’ actitivites, 
organising planning and feedback workshops and art 
shows to improve the pleasantness of the shopping 
centre.

Sports and outdoor 
recreation

578 Renovating the outdoor gym in Meri-Rastila forest 
• 60 000 €
Renovation of the Meri-Rastila outdoor gym by acquiring 
new equipment for e.g. squats, bench presses, 
pulldowns and lateral rows. The final equipment will be 
selected after the voting.

593 Skiing tracks for all • 230 000 €
Acquiring a lorry for more efficient creation of ski tracks. 
The tracks would be required in the immediate vicinity of 
daycare centres and schools, among other places.

677 Adventure course for schoolchildren close to the 
children • 637 685 €
The yard or vicinity of Kipinäpuisto Playground would be 
renovated into an adventure course that would also offer 
activities for schoolchildren.

718 A recreation and playing spot by the 
Vartiokylänlahti coastal route • 170 000 €
A recreation and playing spot would be built by the 
Vartiokylänlahti coastal route. The exact location and 
scope of the project will be specified after the voting.

752 A diverse sports park for users of all ages in 
Östersundom! • 280 000 €
Activity points and stimuli would be built in the yard of 
the Sakarinmäki community centre, which would serve 
locals of all ages, or even joggers from farther away.

801 A climbing wall suitable for bouldering in Myllypuro 
Sports Park • 250 000 €
A bouldering wall would be built for Myllypuro Sports 
Park. A bouldering wall would make it easier for 
beginners to get to know the sport, and it would also 
function as a training wall for more experienced 
climbers.

841 Information boards and a vantage or firemaking 
point for Kivikko forest • 330 000 €
The natural and historical monuments in Kivikko will be 
surveyed and marked, e.g. as a virtual trail or on info 
boards about local history and nature. An official spot 
for a fire and/or admiring the scenery would be built.

859 Joy and sunny days – developing Marjaniemi Beach 
• 71 000 €
Six new changing cubicles would be built for Marjaniemi 
Beach. Sharp rocks would be removed from the shallow 
waters and better bicycle racks would be brought to the 
beach.

871 New parkour park for young people! • 160 000 €
A parkour park would be built on the empty field of 
Vuosaari Manor Sports Park to avoid damaging the 
surrounding nature. The park would also have more bins 
to keep it clean.

884 Experiences in Mustavuori • 280 000 €
Accessible routes in the Mustavuori area, suitable for 
the recreation and learning about nature’s details for 
all ages, would be promoted. New routes with signage 
would be created, if necessary.

885 Small jungle for Puotila • 450 000 €
A small jungle forest is suitable for children of all ages 
and their families. In the forest, there would be climbing 
walls and trees, gymnastics rings, lianas, a cable swing 
and various stones and walls for balancing.

936 A playground for all families, children and young 
people in Kontula, next to the shopping centre 
• 240 000 €
The yard of Kiikku Playground would be upgraded to 
make it a suitable recreational place for children of all 
ages. Equipment directed at schoolchildren would be 
brought to the gravel pitch next to the playground.

938 Camping in the archipelago • 110 000 €
Developing a charter boat service for the islands of 
Helsinki. The fixtures available at select islands would be 
expanded to allow for camping, by building e.g. marinas, 
dry closets, bins and information boards.

965 Swimming spot for Vartiokylänlahti • 190 000 €
The coast on the Linnavuorentie side of Vartiokylä Bay 
would be dredged, and a swimming/rec pier would be 
built. The ground would be levelled and lawn planted. 
Benches and bins would also be brought to the area.

Eastern and Östersundom voting district consists of: Vartiokylä • Vartioharju 
• Puotila • Puotinharju • Itäkeskus • Marjaniemi • Myllypuro • Kivikko • Kurkimäki 
• Kontula • Vesala • Mellunmäki • Mellunkylä • Vuosaari • Rastila • Meri-Rastila • 
Kallahti • Aurinkolahti • Östersundom
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994 Boules/mölkky courts for Kurkimäki to replace the 
paved emptiness • 40 000 €
The plot located between Karpalopolku and 
Kurkiauranpolku would be turned into a field for playing 
boules or mölkky. Four boules courts suitable for 
competitions would fit into the area.

1013 Stairs for climbing up to Vuosaari pedestrian 
bridge • 300 000 €
Stairs would be built up to the bridge connecting 
Vuosaari and Puotila so that the bridge can be accessed 
directly from the popular recreational trail under 
Vuosaari Bridge.

1014 Creating a recreation zone near Itäkeskus • 
70 000 €
A small outdoor sports area in Itäkeskus, in triangle 
shaped greenspace between Turunlinnanpolku and 
Turunlinnantie.

1075 Outdoor gym equipment for the Kallahdenniemi 
beach area and lighting for the Kallahdenkainalo 
recreational area • 180 000 €
Placing outdoor gym equipment in Kallahdenniemi 
Beach according to the exercise programme of Helsinki 
city strategy; illuminating the old outdoor gym of 
Kallahdenkainalo.

1104 Removing gravel and asphalt from schools – child-
friendly modernisation of the yards and local fields of 
the eastern schools • 400 000 €
The gravel or asphalt fields of 3-5 schools in the eastern 
major district would be turned into artificial turf or 
tartan, at the scale designed by the experts.

Learning and skills
576 Children’s Traffic Town (traffic park) for Vuosaari • 
637 685 €
Building a Children’s Traffic Town in Vuosaari, e.g. 
next to the sports park. The project includes a survey 
of a suitably sized traffic city, as well as its planning, 
construction and maintenance.

645 Doing things and having fun together – renovating 
the yard of Puistopolku Comprehensive School for the 
pupils, the youth centre and Vuosaari residents of all 
ages • 600 000 €
Renovating the yard of Puistopolku Comprehensive 
School to promote its functionality and the safety 
and health of children and youths. The plans will be 
made with the pupils and school staff, as well as local 
operators.

711 Somali language immersions for children 
• 195 000 €
Somali language immersions would be held for children in 
five daycare centres in Eastern Helsinki. The budget 
would be used for the practical implementation and 
marketing of language immersions.

717 Robotics club for children and young people • 
53 000 €
A free robot club would be held for Eastern Helsinki for 
two semesters. It would encourage children and young 
people to learn about robotics and programming.

880 Fixing Itis – renovating the yard of Herukka 
Daycare Centre • 340 000 €
The yard and vicinity of Herukka Daycare will be 
renovated with new fences, and playing equipment, 
e.g. swings, climbing frames and sandboxes, would be 
acquired for the yard. Suitable plants would be brought 
into the yard.

1074 Renovating Riskupuisto Playground into a meeting 
place for locals • 430 000 €
Developing Riskupuisto into a meeting place. Climbing 
equipment and various ‘trick activities’ would be added. 
The field next to the playground would be renovated into 
a sports field for adults and young people.

Parks and nature
561 Dredging Vartiokylänlahti and Broända brook • 
100 000 €
Continuing the restoration of Broända Brook that 
was started, and fixing the flooding problem of the 
Vartiokylä-side bank by dredging the bottom of the bay 
and cutting reeds.

839 A park with rhododendrons and pollinator-friendly 
flowers for Lampipuisto, Kontula; apple and cherry 
trees for the area • 60 000 €
Lampipuisto would become the official rhododendron 
park of the City with pollinator-friendly plants planted. 
The park and the events organised there would improve 
the profile of the area and Kontula.

848 Autumn park • 360 000 €
An autumn park would be built or restored in Kivikko 
or Kontula by planting trees and bushes that change 
colours in the autumn and highlighting any existing 
stones/rocks or bringing rocks into the park.

1015 Grazing at Uutela recreational area • 100 000 €
Cows and sheep would return to graze in Uutela. Fences 
and other structures, such as any bridges for crossing 
the brooks and gates, would be implemented with light 
architecture and with consideration to the landscape.

1087 Renovating Kivikko dog parks and making 
them more pleasant; equipment for Kontula and 
Kelkkapuisto dog parks • 333 000 €
The comfort of the dog parks in Kivikko, Kontula and 
Kelkkapuisto would be improved by renovating the 
fences of the parks and adding poop bag dispensers, 
cleaning supplies and tables with benches into them.

Built environment
549 Lighting for Juorumäki, its allotment area, the 
Chapel’s surroundings and the park of Puotila Manor 
– more time for going outdoors throughout the year • 
185 000 €
Quality lighting for Juorumäki, the area behind Puotila 
Manor, the park and front of the Chapel. The new lighting 
would take the people and animals moving in the area, 
as well as natural values, into consideration.

729 Benches on streets allow people to rest and relax • 
45 000 €
Benches would be added on the sides of streets, on 
which seniors, persons with restricted mobility and 
persons with physical disabilities can rest while running 
errands.

731 More bins for Kontula and other parts of Eastern 
Helsinki; more frequent emptying of the bins • 
40 000 €
More bins for Kontula and other busy areas. The bins 
would be placed according to the instructions on urban 
space.

1045 Developing Orpaanporras in Myllypuro into a 
pedestrian street (promenade) that fits the valuable 
environment • 160 000 €
The green lanes by Orpaanporras would be tidied and 
renovated. The corridor network of the green area on 
the eastern side would be restored, and the eroded 
ground would be covered. The missing trees would be 
planted.

1120 Restoring and recommissioning the Kuningatar 
villas • 637 685 €
The red ochre villas in the Kuningatar area would 
be renovated for the leisure use of residents and as 
meeting places for people of all ages, on the sea’s and 
nature’s terms.

Health and well-being
648 Developing common use of the beach, sauna and 
docks in Iso Kallahti • 150 000 €
Let’s develop Kallahti beach by updating existing 
infrastructure, eg. the Sanna’s sauna and the dock next 
to it with an online booking system and new lighting in 
the access routes, sporting area and shorefront.

857 More exercise and joy for seniors! • 218 680 €
More senior exercises and joy for life safely while 
improving condition and health. Exercise would be 
arranged in the yards of senior centres, remotely or as 
traditional exercise sessions.

991 Young people’s request: get drug needles away 
from Mellunkylä!!! • 35 000 €
Durable and safe collection points for drug needles 
would be brought to Mellunkylä. Collection points would 
be placed in sufficiently visible locations in those areas 
in Mellunkylä where there is a large number of needles.

Community spirit
641 Eastern living rooms for all young people – Puotila 
Primary School, Vartiokylä Primary School and 
Puistopolku Comprehensive School • 523 000 €
Eastern Living Rooms would be spaces for lounging, 
activities and crafts inside schools which would offer 
schoolchildren and young people activities in a pleasant 
and safe place with adults present.

842 Summer activity guide for Kontula • 67 000 €
A summer activity guide would be hired for Kontula. They 
would arrange or plan free or budget operations and 
events for families with children and people with low 
income for weekdays in the entire area of Kontula.

867 Low-threshold meeting place • 492 000 €
A low-threshold day centre would be founded in Eastern 
Helsinki where people could also visit while intoxicated. 
The facility should offer breakfast, social guidance and 
pastimes, as well as work activities.

948 Boosting the east via Varaamo • 50 000 €
The Varaamo facility renting service of the City of 
Helsinki would be expanded and improved in the eastern 
major district so that there would be significantly more 
facilities available than in other major districts.
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Culture
714 Tullisaari Goes Classic • 75 000 €
A multi-art cultural event in Tullisaari Park: Musical 
performances, poetry, dance, drama, environmental 
art or something completely else. Transport to the area 
would also take place via water, when possible. 

Sports and outdoor 
recreation

624 Winter swimming spot for Laajasalo • 100 000 €
The City would build a winter swimming site and an 
association would be in charge of organising the use 
of the changing rooms. The use and costs would be 
covered with membership fees charged from the winter 
swimmers. 

662 Exercise stairs for Laajasalo • 250 000 €
The number of people exercising outdoors has 
increased due to the COVID-19 pandemic, and interest 
towards exercise stairs has increased in Helsinki overall. 
The exact location and content will be specified after the 
voting.

691 Diverse gym equipment for Henrik Borgström Park 
in Tullisaari, Laajasalo • 190 000 €
As the number of people exercising increases, the gym 
should be developed with diverse workout equipment. 
The location may change, and the content will be 
specified after the voting.

747 Barbecue canopy / firemaking spot for Laajasalo • 
120 000 €
Two barbecue spots would be built in Laajasalo with 
tables, chairs and bins in suitable places. The aim is also 
to prevent people from making unauthorised fires.

784 Renovation and better lighting for Strömsinlahti 
coastal area – a functional and beautiful recreational 
area for everyone! • 250 000 €
The walking trail overtaken by bush in the recreational 
seaside route would be restored, and the old pier would 
be renovated by using concrete structures. A picnic 
table and benches would be built in next to the pier.

803 Swimming jetty for Kulosaari • 294 000 €
A swimming jetty for Kulosaari. The exact location will be 
specified after the voting.

863 Kayak racks for the beaches of Helsinki • 131 000 €
The suggestion is to have kayak racks to be used by 
residents on the City’s beaches. The kayaks could 
be privately owned or shared. The exact location and 
content will be specified after the voting.

890 A shared multi-purpose facility for the physical 
activities of various age groups • 218 680 €
A gym for Herttoniemi for two years to be used by 
seniors and clubs. The sports included would be e.g. 
yoga, keep-fit exercises, gymnastics and Budo arts. 
The gym would have equipment lockers and a soft floor 
(tatami).

891 Mustikkamaa overhaul = more sports, a pier and a 
playground! • 170 000 €
Mustikkamaa would be developed into an oasis of 
nature, play and exercise that would serve residents of 
different ages more diversely. The content and scope will 
be specified after the voting.

954 Proper signs for the nature reserve on the coast of 
Herttoniemi and Kivinokka • 35 000 €
10 information boards would be installed in the 
Vanhankaupunginlahti nature reserve to remind visitors 
about the rules of the area. The boards would be 
sufficiently large and have illustrated legend in several 
languages.

990 Residents’ boat for the Herttoniemi area • 
35 000 €
A rowboat would be acquired for communal summer 
use. The boat could be in the marina of Kipparlahti or 
Strömsinlahti, and the key and the lifejackets at the 
library. The use of the boat would be either free or 
inexpensive.

1055 New outdoor gym for Länsi-Herttoniemi • 
100 000 €
A new and modern outdoor gym would be founded in 
Länsi-Herttoniemi for users of various ages. The location 
would be the area of the sports field. 

1057 Public toilet for Tuorinniemi beach and 
playground • 100 000 €
The very necessary public dry closet, a Helsinki-huussi 
model, would be built at the popular Tuorinniemi beach 
and playground area in Herttoniemenranta.

1064 Extending lighting throughout the Kulosaaren 
Rantapuisto area • 55 000 €
The lighting of Kulosaaren Rantapuisto would be 
extended up to the end on the Rantatöyry side. This dark 
area is currently maintained in the winter, and it is only 
lacking in lighting. 

1105 Removing gravel and asphalt from schools – child-
friendly modernisation of the yards and local fields of 
the southeastern schools • 200 000 €
The gravel or asphalt fields of 3–5 schools in the 
southeastern major district would be turned into 
artificial turf or tartan, at the scale designed by the 
experts.

Southeastern district voting district consists of: Kulosaari • Tammisalo • 
Herttoniemi • Roihuvuori • Laajasalo • Yliskylä • Jollas • Kruunuvuorenranta
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Parks and nature
633 Liveliness, colour and beauty through flowers for 
Herttoniemenranta; improvements to Sisselenpuisto • 
150 000 €
Several volunteer projects where thousands of flower 
bulbs are planted around Herttoniemenranta, e.g. in 
parks and sides of the streets. At the same time, the 
Sisselenpuisto playground would be renovated.

668 Renovating Tuhkimonpuisto in Roihuvuori to make 
it safe, pleasant and suitable for various user groups • 
290 000 €
Renovating Tuhkimonpuisto park and making it 
pleasant and safe for various age groups. The budget 
is sufficient for a plan and partial implementation for 
Tuhkimonpuisto.

Built environment
669 Making the yard of Porolahti Lower Secondary 
School more pleasant • 190 000 €
The school yard area of Porolahti Lower Secondary 
School would be designed with the pupils’ union to 
make it more pleasant. The plan includes pull-up bars, 
environment art, flowers, apple trees and a herb garden.

Community spirit
661 A meeting pillar for Herttoniemenranta • 140 000 €
Building a meeting place in the middle of 
Herttoniemenranta. A large pillar would be a landmark. 
Plenty of benches and a noticeboard on which local 
operators and residents could advertise.

861 Developing community centres in the southeastern 
major district • 199 000 €
A community centre and a meeting place for 
Kruunuvuorenranta. Crafts courses would also be 
organised, e.g. on weaving with a loom. The programme 
would be planned together with the proposal-makers 
and local residents.
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friendliness

815 Pedestrian street pilot on Fleminginkatu • 
300 000 €
An experiment for the summer where southern 
Fleminginkatu, the section between Helsinginkatu and 
Porthaninkatu, would be restricted for pedestrians. The 
street would be available for recreation, relaxation and 
events.

Culture
728 Flourishing Karhupuisto • 90 000 €
Making Karhupuisto livelier for year-round use. Make 
the dark season safer and more pleasant with a lighting 
event. A stage and event coordination for the park for a 
year.

746 Art for Toukopuisto • 120 000 €
Two works of art for Toukopuisto. The works of art 
would make the park look even livelier. An artist would 
be sought for the oproject who would implement 
participatory art installations or create conventional 
works of art.

905 Library corner for Kalasatama • 260 000 €
A library corner at a central location in Kalasatama for a 
fixed period. Borrowing equipment, furniture purchases 
and personnel costs.

946 Outdoor circus area for Suvilahti or its vicinity • 
100 000 €
A mobile, public and communal circus area that would 
encourage creativity would be implemented in Suvilahti 
or its vicinity. It would consist of equipment with which 
people could practise various types of circus arts.

1069 More information about the history of the Koskela 
fortress area • 70 000 €
Information boards about local history would be added 
to the two fosses located in the Koskela fortress area. 
The routes and safety of the area would be improved. 

1073 Somppis leisure centre • 337 000 €
A low-threshold place for Central Helsinki where various 
courses, workshops and lectures would be held in the 
daytime, and at night, the facility could be used for 
concerts and DJ gigs.

Sports and outdoor 
recreation

524 Exercise stairs for Hermanni • 350 000 €
Exercise stairs for Hermanni. The exact location will be 
specified after the voting.

559 Outdoor climbing area for young people aged 8–15 
in Kalasatama • 170 000 €
A sports facility for older children / young people for 
a park, Mustikkamaa or new park areas. The surface 
should be elastic and suitable for climbing.

604 Renovating the dog pen in Kumpulanlaakso • 
315 000 €
Renovating the popular dog pen in Kumpulanlaakso. 
Building separate areas for small and large dogs.

625 Leisure pier for Arabianranta coastal park • 
250 000 €
A pleasant leisure pier for all residents. The pier would 
also attract and serve tourists. 

636 Outdoor gym for the Vallila-Hermanni area • 
300 000 €
Diverse gym equipment for residents of all ages for the 
Vallila-Hermanni area.

749 Communal pier for Kalasatama • 250 000 €
A communal pier for Kalasatama. The pier would be 
made safe and accessible so that it would be available to 
as many residents as possible. Information boards about 
local history in connection to the pier.

750 More benches and bins by Kumpulantaipale • 
45 000 €
Increasing the number of benches would support 
seniors’ ability to function independently and their 
balance, as well as encourage them to take a walk by 
themselves. Increasing the number of bins would make 
the area neater.

751 Street basketball court, outdoor gym and street 
workout – local sports area for the residents of Alppila, 
Pasila and Konepaja • 370 000 €
A local exercise area for the gravel pitch next to Alppila 
Upper Secondary School (Viipurinkatu 21). A street 
basketball court, outdoor gym and parkour area for the 
sports area. Benches and bins for the edge of the field.

754 Building outdoor gyms in Kallio • 220 000 €
More exercise opportunities for Kallio. Outdoor 
gym equipment and a running track on the side of 
Brahenkenttä and Haapaniemi fields.Central voting district consists of:  Alppila • Harju • Kallio • Hanasaari 

• Kalasatama • Siltasaari • Sörnäinen • Sompasaari • Pasila • Vallila 
• Hermanni • Kyläsaari • Vanhakaupunki • Arabianranta • Koskela • 
Kumpula • Käpylä • Toukola
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834 A shared local sports area for children and adults 
in Akseli Toivonen Field. • 100 000 €
Outdoor exercise equipment for a field in Käpylä.

837 Outdoor gym for the southern part of the Central 
Park, in Mansikkamäki field • 300 000 €
An outdoor gym for the Mansikkamäki field in Central 
Park, which has excellent connections. In addition to 
exercise equipment, improvements to the lighting of the 
field.

868 Developing the area of the Oulunkyläntie field as a 
sports and recreation area • 200 000 €
Improving the playground through new equipment and 
adding lighting, outdoor gym equipment, tables, benches 
and bins. Renovating the gravel pitch.

979 A green sports park for all ages in Konepaja, Vallila 
• 320 000 €
Building a large outdoor gym area for Bruno Granholm 
Square.

1027 A football cage, tennis tables and picnic canopy 
for Hermanninpuisto • 150 000 €
Turning Hermanninpuisto into a sports oasis for 
residents of all ages. A canopy and activity spots for the 
park area, such as football goals and tennis tables.

1106 Removing gravel and asphalt from schools – child-
friendly modernisation of the yards and local fields of 
the central schools • 300 000 €
The gravel or asphalt fields of 3-5 schools in the central 
major district would be turned into artificial turf or 
tartan, at the scale designed by the experts.

1111 Benches for resting in Kallio, Hakaniemi, Alppila 
and Hermanni • 40 000 €
Adding more benches helps to maintain the ability 
of seniors, whose numbers are growing in Helsinki, 
to function and encourage seniors to go on a walk 
independently when they know there are places available 
for sitting down.

1115 Signs for Central Park bridges to benefit visitors • 
300 000 €
Signs for the bridges that cross the paths of Central 
Park. The signs would improve the park’s accessibility 
and use and may even encourage more hesitant 
residents to go hiking.

1116 Skateboarding/scooting park for the Koskela/
Käpylä area • 250 000 €
A skateboarding/scooting park in the Koskela-Käpylä 
area. The exact location will be specified after the voting.

1118 More sports equipment for Arabianranta 
recreational park • 35 000 €
More football goals and basketball hoops for 
Arabianranta recreational park. The park’s appeal would 
also be improved by tennis tables and a tennis wall for 
independent tennis practices.

1122 A large wooden climbing frame/slide for 
Arabianranta • 150 000 €
A large wooden climbing frame/slide, particularly for 
slightly older schoolchildren, would encourage diverse 
climbing and play.

Parks and nature
854 Dog park for small dogs • 313 000 €
A dog park for Hermanni coastal park. Based on 
networks, the location in question is seen as a place 
where a dog pen is needed.

635 More greenery for the areas of Kallio, Harju, 
Sörnäinen and Vallila! • 60 000 €
More trees, bushes, flowers and even small meadows. A 
resident survey would be prepared, based on which an 
extensive plan for complementary plants would be made. 

745 Turning Pannukakunpuistikko into a pleasant local 
park • 465 000 €
Making Pannukakunpuistikko into a more pleasant 
local green area for locals and other City residents. A 
children’s playground, benches, tables, a barbecue spot 
for the park, and making the coastal area more pleasant. 

854 Kallio swings • 55 000 €
A swing area for people of all ages to improve comfort 
and offer free recreation options. Two design swings for 
Dallapenpuisto.

940 Public toilet for Kalasatamanpuisto • 150 000 €
A popular place where people spend their evening, 
Kalasatamanpuisto, is lacking a toilet. The plants cannot 
withstand endless peeing.

1048 From garbage to art #2 • 35 000 €
Volunteer cleaning of the beaches and the environment 
in the areas of Kallio, Hakaniemi and Sörnäinen. 
Recycling artists and residents would help turn the 
garbage collected into a work of art, ‘Loch Mess.’

1050 A public toilet for Katri Vala Park • 150 000 €
A public toilet for Katri Vala Park. A box for needles could 
be installed next to the toilet so that the facility would be 
safe for everyone.

Community spirit
541 Renovating the Intiankatu kiosk for community use 
• 130 000 €
The kiosk as a meeting place for residents. Complete 
renovation and basic outfitting of the rundown Intia 
kiosk, and starting its operations.

581 Pääskynen – urban neighbourhood oasis 365° • 
95 000 €
Making the Pääskylä park area more pleasant and 
appealing. A paved performance area, area with 
perennial plants/grasses, bins, benches, lighting and 
electrical outlets for events.

782 Community centre for Käpylä • 206 000 €
An open community centre free of charge for Käpylä to 
be used by all residents, communities and associations. 
Funding is sought for the facility rent and the activities 
organised by the City.

892 Places for young people to hang out in at 
Arabianranta • 366 080 €
A temporary space and guided activities for young 
people. Costs would be incurred from the facility rent, 
furniture acquisitions and recruitment of instructors.

903 Community centre for Vallila – room for activities 
and meeting, alone and with others • 217 000 €
A temporary facility for the community centre activities 
of Vallila and Hermanni; organising activities.

Built environment
584 Better cycling routes in the Kallio-Sörnäinen area • 
60 000 €
A survey to develop the cycling network of the Kallio, 
Torkkelinmäki, Sörnäinen-Kalasatama areas.

808 Elevation of the junction area to protect hundreds 
of schoolchildren on their journey to school on 
Rörstandinkatu • 520 000 €
Elevating the junction between Arabiankatu and 
Rörstrandinkatu would reduce the speed of cars and 
make the area safer for residents, in particular for 
the schoolchildren crossing the street on their way to 
school.

852 Brighter and more comfortable Itä-Pasila • 
278 000 €
Replacing the railing boards and illuminating the steps 
of the pedestrian bridges in Pasila owned by the City.

970 Illuminating Allotria Park – an area that will bring 
joy throughout the day • 55 000 €
Adding lampposts to the park and spot lighting for the 
statue in the park.

1020 A celebration of light at Hakaniemi-Siltasaari • 
320 000 €
Design and implementation of unique and consistent 
lighting on the coasts of Siltasaari, Tokoinranta and 
Kaisaniemenranta.  

Health and well-being
799 Renovating Vallila outdoor playground into a multi-
purpose activity park for everyone • 520 000 €
Renovation of Vallila Playground into a functional area 
suitable for all age groups. Children’s playgrounds, 
outdoor gym equipment, tables and chairs, and 
potentially a light canopy, for the park.

895 Nature experience trail for the oak forest in 
Annala where the existing trails would be used subtly 
by building experience spots for users of all ages • 
122 000 €
Design and implementation of nature trials, information 
boards, a stage for forest theatre, environmental 
theatre, construction of a Helsinki-huussi.

1052 Mobile substance abuse prevention work in 
Central Helsinki • 110 000 €
It is difficult for people addicted to substances to access 
services. More mobile substance abuse services to 
support and help people in the central area.
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Culture
534 Returning the architecture path to its former glory 
• 35 000 €
Renewing the signposts of Pihlajamäki Architecture 
Path, which are currently in very poor condition. 
Updating the website of the architecture path into a 
responsive form.

Sports and outdoor 
recreation

563 A pump track and youth park for Siltamäki • 
450 000 €
Young people need more activities in the Siltamäki-
Suutarila area. The area’s development could start with 
pump track and swings and recreational areas for older 
children.

564 Outdoor gym and trampolines • 150 000 €
The outdoor gym in Siltamäki could be expanded and the 
gym could be made more diverse. Children should have 
their own ‘gym’ with in-ground trampolines and climbing 
spots.

574 Sports point for Kotinummi Park • 190 000 €
The proposal is an outdoor exercise point/gym for the 
grass field in Kotinummi Park, Malmi.

587 Services that support physical activity and 
wellbeing for elderly people, vol. 2 • 184 000 €
We are hoping for an extension to the guided exercise 
and other group activities that promote the well-being 
of seniors and energise them close to their home in 
Pihlajamäki and elsewhere in Northeastern Helsinki.

618 Improving local activity opportunities and outdoor 
recreational areas for children and young people in 
Puistola • 150 000 €
Improvements for the Nummisuutarinpuisto and Nurkka 
playgrounds and the yard of the primary school on 
Puistolanraitti and new activities for schoolchildren. A 
more detailed implementation plan will be made after 
the vote.

622 Renovating the Viikki and Latokartano area for 
children • 380 000 €
Viikkari Playground would require a comprehensive 
renovation to better serve children of different ages. 
Lighting and an upgrade of the playground equipment is 
desired for Viikinojanpuisto.

631 Multi-golf course for Savelanpuisto • 200 000 €
I am proposing a multi-golf course for Savelanpuisto 
where people could play football golf and park golf, in 
addition to disc golf.

634 Outdoor gym for Jakomäki • 100 000 €
I suggest that an outdoor gym be built in Jakomäki. A 
free outdoor gym would allow for the rehabilitation of 
various injuries, muscle care and strengthening through 
gym exercises.

674 Renovating the yard of the Pohjola branch of Malmi 
Comprehensive School • 210 000 €
More activities for children, such as swings and climbing 
frames, are sought for the yard of the Pohjola branch of 
Malmi Comprehensive School.

675 Children’s scooting park for Tapaninvainio • 
530 000 €
The area is missing a recreational space for school-aged 
children. Scooting is a popular activity among the local 
children. A more detailed plan will be decided on after 
the voting.

771 Renovating the yards of Pukinmäenkaari 
Comprehensive School • 445 000 €
The Fair Play football arenas desired by young people 
would be built, as well as a basketball court on the yards 
of Pukinmäenkaari Comprehensive School.

772 Local sports spot for all ages in Laidunpuisto • 
260 000 €
For Laidunpuisto in Ylä-Malmi, lighting suitable for all 
age groups and special needs groups, as well as an 
accessible local exercise spot, are sought.

774 Turning Jakomäki gravel pitch green • 300 000 €
It is proposed that the large gravel pitch in Jakomäki 
be turned into a football field with artificial turf where 
children, young people and adults can play and practise 
in.

838 Developing the services along the recreational 
route circling Malmi Airport • 558 000 €
The suggestion is to improve existing recreational and 
nature services on the outdoor route circling Malmi 
Airport, and to add birdwatching towers, benches and 
parking spaces to the area.

843 Disc golf courses and practising spots for Helsinki 
• 50 000 €
The proposal includes the expansion of the practising 
areas of the disc golf courses in the northeastern area, 
as well as new putting baskets.

934 A toilet and more parking places for Pukinmäki 
rug-washing spot • 124 000 €
The services of the rug-washing spot in Pukinmäki 
are complemented with a Helsinki-huussi toilet. If the 
proposal is implemented, the expansion of the parking 
lot is surveyed for possible implementation.Northeastern voting district consists of: Latokartano • Viikinranta • 

Viikinmäki • Viikki • Pihlajamäki • Pihlajisto • Pukinmäki • Malmi • Tattariharju 
• Tattarisuo • Tapaninvainio • Tapanila • Suutarila • Siltamäki • Töyrynummi • 
Puistola • Tapulikaupunki • Heikinlaakso • Alppikylä • Jakomäki
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956 A community yard for Vaskiniitty Daycare Centre; 
renovating and diversifying the yard of Kesanto 
• 400 000 €
The yards of the Vaskiniitty daycare centre and Kesanto 
playground in Suutarila could use more functionalities 
and diverse opportunities for play and exercise, as well 
as imcreased comfort.

1016 Poutapilvi local sports field • 85 000 €
A local sports field would be built in the Sepänmäki park 
area south of Tullivuorentie, where residents of all ages 
could meet to play games and exercise. 

1067 More exercise for everyone on safe paths in 
Pihlaisto and Viikinmäki • 200 000 €
Lighting, benches and bins are suggested for the 
recreational paths in Pihlajisto and Viikinmäki. It is 
also hoped that the signs about local history would be 
renovated or replaced, if necessary.

1083 Proper outdoor gym for Viikinmäki • 300 000 €
A small sports area has been taken into account in the 
park plan for the area to be completed in the northern 
parts of Maarianmaanpuisto – via OmaStadi, the plan 
can be expanded and the equipment specified.

1107 Removing gravel and asphalt from schools – child-
friendly modernisation of the yards and local fields of 
the northeastern schools • 350 000 €
The gravel or asphalt fields of 3-5 schools in the 
northeastern major district would be turned into 
artificial turf or tartan, at the scale designed by the 
experts.

1119 Artificial turf for Ala-Malmi Sports Park • 
300 000 €
To replace the gravel pitch in Ala-Malmi sports park, 
an artificial turf that would allow for adults’ games and 
children’s activities is needed.

1127 Outdoor gym with adjustable weights for 
Tapionvainio Beach • 60 000 €
The suggestion is that proper gym equipment with 
adjustable weights and abdominal and back benches be 
added to Tapaninvainio Beach, as well as a small paved 
area for stretching and warming up.

Parks and nature
606 Developing Malmi dog park • 35 000 €
Malmi Dog Park needs lighting and activities. For the 
small dogs’ pen, hills and tunnels made of natural 
materials are suggested.

699 Making Tapuli more pleasant with a park that is in 
bloom for the whole summer! • 160 000 €
The surroundings of the Tapulikaupunki Station, 
Ajurinaukio and Maatullinaukio need a facelift. We are 
suggesting that a flowery park, blossoming for the entire 
summer, be built to make Tapulikaupunki livelier.

769 Pedestrian path and vantage point for 
Kapteenskanmäki • 95 000 €
A restored walking path over the hill would be needed 
– and a small platform for seeing the views. The 
implementation plan will take the cultural values of the 
routes and scenic sites into account.

773 A barbecue/campfire spot for learning and 
recreation outdoors • 60 000 €
A barbecue/campfire spot would be built for learning 
and recreation outdoors. There should be room for 40 
people, at the minimum.

792 Recreation spaces on the banks of the Vantaanjoki 
river • 100 000 €
The goal of the proposal is to make the banks of the 
Vantaa River more pleasant for everyone through bins, 
tables and benches, relaxation spots and firemaking 
spots.

849 For northeastern local nature: flower meadows 
and ponds full of life • 156 000 €
A network of urban meadows and ponds for the frog 
and toad populations of Viikinmäki would be founded in 
Northeastern Helsinki. The meadows suggested are in 
Puistola, Alppikylä, Savela and Tapanila.

901  Park benches for the recreational trail in 
Viikinojanpuisto Park and Hallainvuori • 51 000 €
Benches and bins, as well as two dining tables with 
benches, would be acquired for the surroundings of 
Viikinojanpuisto and Hallainvuori.

1033 Renovation of Unikko Playground • 400 000 €
Unikko Playground at a central location in Pukinmäki 
would be renovated. The park would be turned into a 
pleasant and safe playing environment with activities for 
both toddlers and schoolchildren.

1089 Light. safety and playing equipment for children in 
the playgrounds in Suurmetsä, Jakomäki and Alppikylä 
• 175 000 €
The suggestion is to completely renovate Mätäspolun 
Puistikko playground. The proposal includes playing 
equipment for toddlers for Kankarepuisto playground 
and a ‘bird’s nest’ swing for Nyyttipuisto.

1100 Repelling invasive species in and around Vantaa 
River • 35 000 €
Spanish slugs have spread as massive populations 
in and around the Vantaa River. Through intense 
campaigns, instructions and tools offered, residents 
would be encouraged to gather the slugs.

Built environment
592 Repairing the fountain in Ylä-Malmi Square into 
usable shape • 400 000 €
The suggestion is that the fountain in Ylä-Malmi square 
that has been broken for years should be fixed and made 
operational again.

727 Summer chickens for Linnunrata Playground • 
153 000 €
For Linnunrata Playground, Suutarila, a chicken pen, 
replacement of the tables and chairs in the yard, and 
volunteer shifts for caring for the chickens purchased 
for the summer would be coordinated.

776 A green, pleasant, clean and safe Puistola for all of 
us locals • 150 000 €
Pedestrian traffic lights are needed for Puistolantie to 
protect schoolchildren. In addition to this, flowering 
bushes and trees, flower boxes, more spacious bins and 
benches are desired for the area.

Health and well-being
597 The northeastern Apu-Paku is a mobile service 
point close to home. ApuPaku always helps • 313 000 €
The Apu-Paku (‘Help Van’) is a low-threshold guidance 
point that would meet residents in their neighbourhood 
and work as a channel for service guidance for 
information about the City’s and local district’s services.

788 Low-threshold day centre for Malmi • 500 000 €
A low-threshold day centre is proposed for Malmi, 
which would serve the needs of customers at a risk of 
marginalisation, in particular. 

Community spirit
719 Beekeeping and honey production close to 
Nummisuutari allotment gardens • 35 000 €
Beekeeping would be arranged near the Nummisuutari 
allotments, similarly to a community garden, and flowers 
suitable for pollinators would be planted. In addition to 
this, activities and clubs would be organised.

777 Amphitheatre • 200 000 €
An amphitheatre for at least 100 people would be built, 
which would delight other groups in addition to school 
classes. A suitable place would be in Savelanpuisto.

800 Fun shared activities for Jakomäki, Alppikylä and 
Suurmetsä • 286 000 €
A community manager would be hired for the area to 
coordinate and promote residents’ activities, help with 
the implementation of individuals’ ideas and support the 
area’s operators.

980 Recreational activities for the whole town in 
Latokartano • 170 000 €
We would like to hire an activity coordinator for the area, 
a ‘Viikki/Latokartano inspirer,’ to encourage and advise 
young people about activities and develop activity events 
in the area.
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Environmental 
friendliness

1005 Rug-washing facilities for Western Helsinki • 
210 000 €
A rug-washing spot with sewerage close to the water in 
Western Helsinki. Drying racks for the rugs would also 
be added. 

1032 Carbon sink trail for Haaga • 60 000 €
The path project illustrates carbon-binding and storage 
as part of forest growth. The project would increase 
schoolchildren’s and residents’ awareness of the 
importance of tree species and plants in binding carbon.

Culture
966 Acquiring 3D printers for the libraries of Western 
Helsinki • 51 400 €
The opportunity for the residents of the western area 
to print out 3D models in libraries. 3D printing would be 
accessible to everyone interested in digital production 
methods and making art.

981 Street art at the corner of Alppiruusupuisto • 
56 000 €
An area and the accessway to Alppiruusupuisto 
decorated with street art would bring joy to the 
users of Jokeri Light Rail, passers-by and visitors to 
Alppiruusupuisto year-round.

Sports and outdoor 
recreation

550 Recreational path for Pikku Huopalahti • 240 000 €
The recreational path in Pikku Huopalahti would invite 
people to get to know their local nature and enjoy the 
environment. The picnic tables, scenic views and shaded 
relaxation areas encourage people of all ages to move.

566 Increasing lighting along the pedestrian paths in 
the Kartanonhaka and Mätäoja park area • 180 000 €
Increasing lighting on walking paths during dark hours.

567 Expansion/separate areas in Kartanonhaka dog 
park for small and large dogs! • 315 000 €
A separate park for small dogs would be built next to 
the existing dog park in Kartanonhaka. This way, small 
dogs could play freely in a large area. The area’s lighting 
should be improved.

579 Lighting and an outdoor gym for the 
Malminkartanonhuippu area • 230 000 €
The recreational trails in the Malminkartano area 
are lacking in public lighting. The lighting should be 
increased, and an outdoor gym should be built to expand 
the exercise opportunities in the front of the hill.

616 Playing equipment for Malminkartano • 105 000 €
Fixed playing equipment for Malminkartano: a parkour 
point / balancing equipment and a pull-up bar and in-
ground trampolines.

623 Outdoor gym for Von Glan Park • 285 000 €
The park’s sports facilities would be improved by 
building an outdoor gym, fixing the tennis table and 
creating a jogging path.  In addition to this, the park’s 
bushes would be trimmed/pruned.

627 The run-down cabin at Pitäjänmäki sports field 
must be renovated • 600 000 €
The sports field is the only one in the area and serves 
the entire city. The use of the field may become 
increasingly difficult if matters are not resolved quickly. 
The maintenance building, or shed, must now be 
replaced.

667 Fixed MOBO control points for Tali Sports Park • 
35 000 €
Fixed MOBO control points in the forest of Tali Family 
Park in Western Helsinki and on the cliffs in the Tali 
Sports Park area. MOBO is mobile orienteering done 
with fixed control points and via the MOBO application.

695 Tennis court with artificial turf for Western 
Helsinki • 100 000 €
A free tennis court with artificial turf for Western 
Helsinki, the Munkkiniemi-Pitäjänmäki-Haaga area. If the 
proposal receives a sufficient number of votes and is 
implemented, Konala could be a potential location.

716 Pump track for Malminkartano! • 450 000 €
A pump track would be built next to the Kartanonhaka 
skateboarding park.

724 More benches and bins next to the stables in 
Mätäoja and Kaarela • 45 000 €
More benches and bins by Mätäoja and on the walking 
path next to the horse stables. Benches placed into 
the living environment at regular distances encourage 
seniors in particular to start moving.

755 Improving the outdoor exercise areas in Iso 
Huopalahti, Pikku Huopalahti, Tali and Munkinseutu • 
210 000 €
More benches, bins and lighting for the pedestrian paths 
in Western Helsinki to improve the residents’ comfort 
and safety. Many of the locals are seniors whom these 
improvements would delight.

762 Outdoor gym for (commuting) cyclists and active 
residents of Meilahti, Pasila, Ruskeasuo, Pikku 
Huopalahti and Taka-Töölö • 200 000 €
Modern outdoor gym equipment allow for safe muscle 
training for users of all levels and ages. Muscular 
strength can be improved while enjoying fresh air year-
round.

Western voting district consists of: Laakso • Ruskeasuo • Pikku Huopalahti 
• Meilahti • Munkkiniemi • Munkkivuori • Niemenmäki • Talinranta • Kuusisaari 
• Lehtisaari • Pohjois- ja Etelä-Haaga • Kivihaka • Lassila • Pitäjänmäki • Tali • 
Pajamäki • Reimarla • Marttila • Konala • Kaarela • Kannelmäki • Maununneva • 
Malminkartano • Hakuninmaa • Kuninkaantammi • Honkasuo
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763 Mini-golf course for Vähätupa Playground in 
Konala • 130 000 €
A mini-golf course open suitable for all ages for the 
Vähätupa Playground in Konala. The track could be used 
equally by children in the playground, schoolchildren in 
after-school clubs, and other users of the space.

765 Sports facilities for the Hakuninmaa area • 
450 000 €
The exercise opportunities in the area require 
regeneration. The opportunity to play ball games on 
Sisarenpuisto field is sought after, as is an outdoor 
gym and a separate area for children in Linnapuisto, 
Hakuninmaa.

768 Trampoline parks for Pitäjänmäki and Konala • 
160 000 €
Construction of three trampoline parks for the vicinity 
of Pitäjänmäki and Konala. Each park would have three 
different in-ground trampolines. The goal is to offer 
stimulating local exercise opportunities for locals.

804 A cross-generational outdoor gym for Hilapelto 
Park, Konala • 300 000 €
An activity area for Hilapelto Park for people of all ages, 
the appearance of which would fit the surrounding 
nature beautifully and where the areas would be 
separated with flowering bushes, trees and low 
vegetation.

806 Flush toilet for Munkkiniemi Beach • 100 000 €
The suggestion is that a new all-day and year-round 
urban toilet in dark green be built on the coast of 
Munkkiniemi, in a place defined by the sports services.

822 Improving outdoor recreation opportunities in the 
Kaarela area, the park area between Kannelmäki and 
Malminkartano • 275 000 €
The trails are renovated into walkways with benches and 
lighting, and the damaged trees are replaced with cherry 
trees. Improving the area would increase its utility value 
and comfort for people enjoying the outdoors.

825 Activities for children and young people in 
Munkkiniemi: swings, basketball hoops, bins for 
cleanliness, and benches for all • 250 000 €
Children and pupils would benefit from swings, benches 
and basketball hoops. Young people are hoping to see 
more bins in Munkkiniemi and Pikku-Huopalahti. The 
exact location and scope will be specified after the 
voting.

832 Renovation of Meilahti disc golf course • 400 000 €
A new disc golf course is needed for Meilahti: new 
baskets, wide and durable teeing spots, and appropriate 
signs and maps. The sport’s popularity is based on 
the joy of moving about in nature and inexpensive 
equipment.

860 Improving the safety and comfort of Lassila and 
Pohjois-Haaga • 155 000 €
Improving the lighting would increase the utilisation rate 
of the area’s walking routes in the dark, since lighting 
makes the residents feel safer and more comfortable. 
More benches are also needed by recreational routes.

1009 Skateboarding spot for Western Helsinki • 
500 000 €
A multi-purpose scooting/skateboarding area for 
Meilahti, Pikku-Huopalahti or Ruskeasuo. This would 
make the exercise opportunities in the area wonderfully 
diverse.

1017 Building changing rooms and toilets at Laajasuo 
Sports Park • 400 000 €
Changing rooms and toilets would be built at Laajasuo 
Sports Park. Laajasuo Sports Park is popular. Its 
services are used by sports clubs, groups and 
individuals.

1099 Active meeting place for the residents of 
Honkasuo • 170 000 €
The edge of Honkasuo Park would be suitable for 
outdoor tennis tables, basketball hoops, a boules/mölkky 
court, benches and tables and outdoor gymnastics 
equipment. The content will be specified after the voting.

1108 Removing gravel and asphalt from schools – child-
friendly modernisation of the yards and local fields of 
the western schools • 300 000 €
The gravel or asphalt fields/yards of 3–5 schools in the 
western major district would be turned into artificial turf 
or tartan, at the scale designed by the experts.

1128 Modern outdoor gym for Haaga – replacing the 
gym equipment at Laajasuo Sports Park • 100 000 €
Thanks to its location, Laajasuo Sports Park is an 
excellent place for an outdoor gym that promotes the 
activity and health of Haaga residents. The outdoor gym 
equipment should meet the needs of various types of 
users.

Learning and skills
1080 Playing equipment for children in the western 
playgrounds • 78 000 €
Toys and sports equipment that inspire children to move 
and learn for all 13 playgrounds in the western area. The 
acquisition would bring joy to thousands of families with 
children and daycare and school groups.

Parks and nature
629 A birdwatching platform/tower for the 
birdwatching spot of Iso Huopalahti • 155 000 €
A birdwatching platform would be built in Talinranta, at 
the bird spot by the sea. The platform would allow for 
birdwatching without visual obstructions.

697 Landscaping of Kuusikallio (Mannerheimintie-
Kuusitie-Pihlajatie) with respect to the area’s rocky 
nature and architecture • 60 000 €
Kuusikallio in Meilahti would be made more pleasant by 
landscaping the rocky plot into a local forest by planting 
trees and bushes, weeding out potential invasive species 
and tidying the environment, among other measures. 

764 Urban park in Mätäjokilaakso – a Central Park for 
Western Helsinki • 225 000 €
Mätäjokilaakso requires regeneration. A high-quality 
route should extend to both sides of the river. Lighting, 
benches and bins should also be increased to make the 
route safe year-round.

766 Facelift for Ilkanpuisto – a common living room in 
the middle of Haaga • 350 000 €
An improved llkanpuisto in Haaga could serve the 
residents of  central Haaga and the customers of the 
health station and maternity and child health clinic. 
Improving the activities in Ilkanpuisto would serve all 
park-goers.

791 Flourishing Piianpuisto • 220 000 €
A coordinator would be hired for Piianpuisto in 
Malminkartano to help the residents maintain the 
buildings protected under the Museums Act, which 
are in poor condition, and guide residents regarding 
allotment gardening. 

802 Sheep for Western Helsinki • 300 000 €
A sheep pen with shelters would be built in Western 
Helsinki, and a flock of sheep with shepherds would 
be rented. The exact location will be specified after the 
voting.

829 Relaxation spots and information boards for the 
local culture trails in Pitäjänmäki • 85 000 €
Relaxation spots and multilingual information boards 
for the local culture trails in Pitäjänmäki. The area has 
wonderful recreational trails. Even a tired walker could 
sit on a bench to enjoy nature and the cultural values.

1124 A wellbeing park for young people and a 
recreational trail for families in Western Helsinki • 
340 000 €
Small park areas that promote everyone’s well-being 
would be added to Munkkiniemi and Pikku-Huopalahti. 
Renovating the family trail at Tali by fixing the signs 
and replacing the gym equipment and playground 
equipment.

Built environment
807 Illuminated path for Western Helsinki • 285 000 €
A lit path for Western Helsinki with interesting spots in 
the surroundings. Accessibility and location of the path 
would be taken into consideration so that the area would 
be safe in the dark.

1081 Improving the recreational routes, playground and 
dog park in Pajamäki • 150 000 €
The recreational routes in Pajamäki would be renovated, 
and lighting would be added to the dog park.

Community spirit
557 A diverse community centre for the residents 
Kannelmäki, Maununneva and Hakuninmaa • 355 000 €
Connecting the operations of the Kannelmäki community 
centre and Kantsun Olohuone, which would provide 
users with multipurpose meeting and activity facilities 
and allow people with physical disabilities to participate. 

758 Community centre for the residents of 
Maununneva and Hakuninmaa • 230 000 €
The goal is to improve the activity opportunities, 
community spirit and inclusion of the residents of 
Maununneva and Hakuninmaa while also reducing 
loneliness and marginalisation. 

759 Low-threshold activity facility for Malminkartano • 
352 000 €
An open space close to Malminkartano Station for 
people to meet each other and receive various types of 
guidance.

760 A community centre open to all in Lassila 
• 365 000 €
An open community centre for Lassila residents. In the 
community centre, people could get together, spend 
time, work together and get to know local operators and 
residents of all ages.

761 Safe and beautiful Sitratori • 86 500 €
Sitratori would be made safer through improving its 
pleasantness. A coordinator would be hired for a fixed 
term to organise residents’ events; an audio system 
would be acquired; a stage and an auditorium would be 
built.

819 Ugly grey walls at Tilkanvierto • 35 000 €
The Tilkanvierto underpass would be illuminated, and a 
communal wall painting would be implemented together 
with local young people.

993 Multicultural children’s club for Pikku Huopalahti • 
156 500 €
Children from diverse cultural backgrounds would be 
offered regular club activities free of charge. Happy 
and safe time together. The club activities would allow 
children to learn new skills.

1006 Community centre for Etelä-Haaga • 268 180 €
A shared non-commercial space is needed for the 
residents of Haaga. The facility could be used for 
residents’ evenings and events that promote community 
spirit.

1037 Cultural and sports activities in Pitäjänmäki • 
110 653 €
A wider range of culture and sports in Pitäjänmäki. 
There is a demand for activities to improve community 
spirit of the district and promote social integration of 
residents with international background.
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Culture
739 Using street art to make the area of Oulunkylä 
Station more pleasant • 58 000 €
The underpasses of the station would be painted with 
lively colours to cheer up residents and passers-by.

Sports and outdoor 
recreation

526 Diverse local sports in Oulunkylä • 190 000 €
Building a local exercise area in Itsenäisyydenpuisto with 
gym equipment using bodyweight/weights, separate 
weights and a pull-up bar.

548 Disc golf course for Central Park • 150 000 €
Founding a disc golf course in Paloheinä outdoor 
recreation area.

601 Playing field for Torpparinmäki Playground • 
100 000 €
A playing field/rink with boards would be built into 
the playground where people could play floorball 
and football. The field would be accessible to all and 
encourage families to go outdoors together.

617 Exercise stairs for Pirunkallio • 238 000 €
Illuminated exercise stairs for Pirunkallio to serve the 
area’s joggers. At the same time, they could climb on the 
top of Pirunkallio to see the view. The exact location and 
content will be specified after the voting.

811 Marked path for walking and running • 35 000 €
Marked walking paths of various lengths would be 
implemented for Oulunkylä and the banks of the Vantaa 
River.

816 More activities for Pikkukoski recreational area 
(climbing frames) • 70 000 €
Pikkukoski barely has any activities, besides swimming, 
for schoolchildren. OmaStadi would be used to acquire a 
climbing frame, a ‘spider gym’ for older children.

853 More benches for the recreational area at 
Kylävanhemmantien 1, Oulunkylä, and other pedestrian 
paths • 65 000 €
More benches and tables for the walking paths and 
green areas in Oulunkylä.

894 Safe path • 223 600 €
A safe trail in Paloheinä for seniors, people with physical 
disabilities and other special needs with clear signs with 
symbols and text, good lighting and relaxation spots with 
seats that have armrests and backrests.

1028 A community centre in front of Seurahuone in 
Oulunkylä; a more pleasant park; a proper place for 
dancing • 50 000 €
The stage in Maexmontaninpuisto would be resurfaced 
for dancing, and the park would be made more pleasant 
through various plants in pots.

1110 Removing gravel and asphalt from schools – child-
friendly modernisation of the yards and local fields of 
the northern schools • 200 000 €
The gravel or asphalt fields/yards of 3-5 schools in the 
northern major district would be turned into artificial 
turf or tartan, at the scale designed by the experts.

Northern voting district consists of: Pirkkola • Maunula • Metsälä • 
Länsi- ja Itä-Pakila • Oulunkylä • Patola • Veräjämäki • Veräjälaakso • 
Tuomarinkartano • Tuomarinkylä • Paloheinä • Torpparinmäki • Haltiala
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Parks and nature
611 Relaxation spots, huts, picnic tables and other 
structures that serve campers in the Central Park and 
can be used by the residents • 238 560 €
Building a hut for Central Park, Paloheinä, with the 
necessary services included (waste management, 
outdoor tables and chairs).  A voluntary work 
coordinator would be hired for a fixed period to run the 
activities.

738 Beauty and safety for Oulunkylä centre – 
illuminating Seurahuone and Ruutanapuisto and 
developing the park into a Japanese-style one • 
118 000 €
Illuminating Oulunkylä Seurahuone and Ruutanapuisto. 
In addition to lighting, Japanese-style vegetation would 
be planted, relaxation places would be increased, and 
stone arrangements and stepping stones would be 
placed.

1059 Developing Klaukkalanpuisto • 85 000 €
The playground and gravel pitch of Klaukkalanpuisto will 
be developed to better serve locals of all ages by adding 
more benches and lights.  In addition to this, football 
goals would be acquired for the field.

1113 Official firemaking and barbecue spots for Central 
Park • 100 000 €
A barbecue and firemaking spot would be built close to 
Paloheinä/Maunula hut.

Built environment
955 Scooting park for Maunula / Renovating the 
existing skateboarding park in Maunula • 238 560 €
The existing skateboarding park in Maunula would 
be expanded with regard to the needs of scooting 
enthusiasts. The existing ramps would be fixed, and 2–3 
new ramps would be built.

 Community spirit
640 Shared facility for Torpparinmäki • 206 000 €
Torpparimäki community centre was closed a few years 
ago due to problems with indoor air.  A shared space, a 
living room, for the residents to meet and do activities in 
the area is desired.

978 A place for young people in Itä-Pakila • 238 560 €
The field of Etupelto Playground would be paved, and 
parts of the field would have a game rink with goals, 
basketball hoops and pull-up bars. Also an indoor 
meeting place for young people would be sought in the 
area.

1101 Community spirit for the northern area and 
schools through theme days and trips • 132 000 €
A community worker would be hired for the northern 
major district, tasked with improving community spirit 
in the area by creating opportunities for cooperation 
between age groups. 
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Environmental 
friendliness

529 A floating island and islets for barnacle geese • 
35 000 €
Elements floating on the water for barnacle geese 
and other water birds so they can be in peace. In 
an undisturbed environment, it would also be more 
pleasant to watch the birds from the shore.

665 Park guides for Helsinki • 50 000 €
Park guides would be a great environmental education 
method to ensure peaceful coexistence between 
geese and people and prevent littering and feelings of 
insecurity, for example.

681 Carbon-neutral districts • 60 000 €
An open calculation model and open-source web 
application would be developed to support the 
residents’ climate impact calculations and the planning 
and monitoring of sustainable actions.

814 A carbon-neutral city – renewable energy for the 
City • 35 000 €
During a fixed period, the electricity for the lighting of 
the jogging trails in Central Park would be acquired 
as renewable energy. The City could also acquire solar 
panels for illuminating Central Park.

876 Renewable energy from City properties • 
150 000 €
The City could be a pioneer in producing renewable 
energy on its own properties. The proposal will be 
implemented as review work.

911 More trees and other vegetation; more life • 
150 000 €
Flower meadows and clovers would be planted; goat 
willow would grow in parks; willow thickets would remain 
in wastelands. Training about biodiversity would be 
arranged. The project would be communicated to the 
residents.

960 Visible recycling points for educational institutions 
• 862 400 €
Environmentally friendly recycling spots for the 
educational institutions of Helsinki. Eco-friendliness 
and recycling are important civic skills which should be 
taught and learned starting from the daycare centre.

973 Recycling service for large items • 200 000 €
A delivery service for people with low income for 
carrying furniture and other large objects to landfills and 
reuse centres. 

977 Volunteer work on invasive species: exercise, 
participation and biodiversity • 35 000 €
Communal volunteer work would be arranged at ten 
locations with significant natural values, which would be 
supported by sharing information, arranging snacks, 
giving participation prizes and bringing guests.

984 Reusable diapers for families with babies • 
336 000 €
The City could support families with babies in Helsinki by 
giving them reusable diapers e.g. at an appointment at a 
maternity and child health clinic, for example. A gift card 
to a diaper rental could also be possible.

1056 Insect hotels in urban nature: information and a 
workshop on the road • 35 000 €
Low-threshold insect hotel workshops in various 
districts where residents could build their own insect 
hotel under guidance and take it to a local nature spot of 
their choice.

1084 Bicycle pumping and repairing stations for library 
yards • 35 000 €
It would make the life of cyclists easier if there were 
pumping and repairing stations for bicycles in library 
yards, similarly to those close to metro stations.

Culture
555 Culture wallet • 175 000 €
A ‘culture wallet’ would be launched for the City, through 
which a part of the fees of visiting art operators would 
be paid.

565 Dancing and Togetherness 

• 50 400 €
(Ballroom) dance events 12–15 times year round, in the 
largest facilities approved for the City.

684 Saving the history of Helsinki for Helsinki 
residents • 60 000 €
A survey would be carried out on the old buildings 
that could still be renovated and that are located in 
significant recreational areas. Ideas would be collected 
and charted regarding what the buildings could offer to 
residents.

783 Stages for residents • 172 000 €
A cultural producer to produce and coordinate 
performances and exhibitions to showcase art by 
Helsinki residents with the City’s support. This way, all 
art practisers could showcase their works.

826 HELMIMAG: Helsinki City Magazine • 55 000 €
Digital city magazine that talks about the history, 
architecture, and hidden gems of Helsinki City. The aim 
is to let people learn about the city and travel to the 
areas they never visited before.

الرقص وروح المجتمع
танцы и единение, 

Qoob-ka-ciyaarka iyo Wadajirka,
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898 Short films about city districts • 60 000 €
The residents of various districts would film videos 
of their districts to highlight the areas’ special 
characteristics. A colourful compilation showcasing 
each district would be made out of the video clips.

939 Interactive touch walls • 152 000 €
Interactive touch walls to the walls of the big city 
libraries, cultural centers and city-owned museums.

947 BOOK IGLOOS • 400 000 €
Book igloos where you can sit and relax on sofas and 
hammocks with book swap locations. Citizens could pick 
up a book for themselves and in exchange leave one of 
their own books in the igloo.

951 Separate Sections for Children in Helsinki Libraries 
• 260 000 €
Better areas for children in Helsinki Libraries. By placing 
toys and board games that will appeal to different ages 
in these places, children can be allowed to play while 
parents read their books.

1026 Culture in the air (Interactive guide to Finnish 
history and culture) • 182 000 €
An app that introduces residents and guests to cultural 
content about Finland. QR-codes  added to sightseeing 
attractions in central Helsinki to give access to 
information about Finnish culture and art.

1038 Urban Art Programme for everyone • 215 000 €
Urban Art Program’ in Helsinki includes courses, 
workshops, exhibitions, activities, events, crowdfunding 
sessions, collaborations with NGOs and entrepreneurs, 
cooperation with local festivals, etc.

1047 Free music lessons • 200 000 €
The aim of the project is to give free music lessons for 
children (especially to children from low income families) 
and to create a work possibilities for professional 
musicians.

1066 Cultural app; routes in each district • 195 000 €
A mobile app that would show the cultural and historical 
paths for each district.

Sports and outdoor 
recreation

538 Accessible islands via a charter boat service • 
110 000 €
Charter boat service would be planned, and an operator 
would be selected via a tendering process for the 
archipelago of Eastern Helsinki; later, they could be 
expanded to cover the entire coast of Helsinki.

585 Improvements to route safety • 135 000 €
Helsinki has a lot of built pathways, and there are also 
dangerous places among them. The safety of these 
should be improved to prevent accidents.

594 A measured marathon route with signage for 
independent marathon runners • 35 000 €
A marathon route with signage would be created for the 
City’s parks and pedestrian and cycling paths. The route 
would run past services that each runner could pick up 
the things needed along the route by themselves.

709 Camping gear rental for everyone • 302 000 €
An easily accessible service for borrowing camping 
equipment where families, associations, groups of 
friends and individuals in Helsinki can borrow equipment 
for shorter or longer hikes.

713 More community winter swimming spots for 
Helsinki • 335 000 €
Suitable places would be surveyed together with 
enthusiasts, an implementation plan of the network 
of winter swimming locations would be prepared, and 
3–5 new winter swimming places would be founded in 
various parts of Helsinki.

720 Dance in Helsinki – building places suitable 
for dancing and other physical activities in parks • 
250 000 €
We need more space for outdoor exercise and dance. 
Outdoor sports facilities could be developed so that they 
would be suitable for dancing that requires a smooth 
floor and other outdoor sports.

767 Opening the swimming stadium for year-round use 
• 100 000 €
The business requirements would be surveyed, and 
residents and partners would be involved to develop the 
winter operations. The proposition advances as a survey.

824 Sports festival • 64 000 €
Various sports clubs would present their activities at a 
festival-like event where each sport would have its own 
spot for trying out the sport.

845 Mobile pop-up playground • 188 000 €
A mobile special playground which would offer services 
that often are subject to a fee. The playground would be 
free and tour Helsinki from late spring to mid-autumn.

913 More physical activities for schoolchildren • 
72 000 €
Various physical education classes for schoolchildren. 
Continuing and expanding the EasySport operations. 
The goal is to offer more low-threshold hobbies and get 
all children to participate.

942 Finland-Themed Outdoor Play Park • 880 000 €
Children would be exposed to Finland’s cultural heritage 
in the outdoor park with a recreational site for adults. 
The Finnish theme could be inspired by Kalevala and 
nature.

945 Swimming and sports sessions for women and 
girls • 111 050 €
More sports and swimming sessions solely for women.

950  SEPARATE SHOWER AND CHANGING CABINS 
IN THE SWIMMING AND SPORTS HALLS • 100 000 €
Separate shower and changing cabins in the city’s 
swimming and sport halls to encourage people of all 
backgrounds to swim and do sports.

1018 More public toilets in Helsinki: dry toilets Helsinki-
huussi (WC) • 200 000 €
More Helsinki-huussi toilets. Aesthetically pleasing, 
environmentally friendly toilets with green roofs, open 
24 hours a day and, if possible, all year round!

1072 Equal activity opportunities and new sports for 
children and young people; better utilisation of sports 
areas • 220 000 €
Equipment in good condition would be offered close 
to sports and exercise facilities. The equipment could 
either be free of charge or rentable via an equipment 
container or automatic machine.

1103 A football table game that supports motor skills in 
Helsinki schoolyards (ca. 50 schools) • 260 000 €
50 football tables that improve children’s motor skills 
would be acquired for Helsinki schools. Coordinating the 
ball and the body are the best ways of developing and 
activating children’s motor and other physical skills.

Learning and skills
547 Digital age! Distance clubs and digital guidance for 
seniors • 131 972 €
Borrowable tablets would be acquired for the residents 
at three senior centres and seven community centres. 
‘Digital friend’ activities and clubs to support seniors 
would be launched and coordinated.

700 OmaStadi workshop: technical crafts classrooms 
to be used by residents • 176 000 €
At five schools, the classrooms for technical crafts 
would be accessible to residents at 17:00–21:00. 
Expansion to five new schools, and a 3D printer would be 
acquired for the facilities that do not yet have one.

703 Getting to know nature! • 575 000 €
Nature guides (e.g. artists, environmental educators, 
game developers) would be hired for each area. The aim 
would be to familiarise children and young people with 
nature and move about in and observe nature.

708 LGBTQ+ seminars at schools • 100 000 €
LGBTQ+ seminars would be held for grades 6–9 to raise 
awareness about and increase acceptance towards the 
subject. The seminars would be held for each grade at 
schools, instructed by experts.

908 Virtual Reality for Everybody • 35 000 €
VR equipment is quite expensive and also requires quite 
a lot of space.  A VR-station with games and apps will be 
set up in several libraries spread throughout Helsinki.

928 Cultural advisers for workplaces • 500 000 €
The task of the cultural advisors would be to support 
employers in courageously hiring immigrants. The 
cultural adviser would introduce and guide people in 
matters related to culture, language and religion.

930 Language clubs for young people in Helsinki • 
126 500 €
Weekly clubs for libraries where young people aged 
10–17 could meet and talk with each other. The main goal 
would be to encourage young people to speak Finnish 
and be themselves without fearing grammar errors.

969 Increase Finnish language skills and employability 
of foreigners • 142 025 €
Finnish course pilot for foreigners with a University 
degree from abroad. Based on non-traditional 
methodology that aims to develop functional knowledge 
of the language and specific, professional vocabulary.

992 Education for associations on remote meetings 
and digital apps! • 62 000 €
Via Helsinki adult education centre, training packages 
would be compiled and offered so that all active 
participants of civic activities have equal access to the 
‘new’ digital operating environment.

1025 How to behave in the online environment – 
prevention program • 186 000 €
Online service similar to Helvi for parents. Parents and 
school professionals learn about the dangers and how 
to deal with them (focusing on kids’ security on the 
internet).

1030 Children’s turn: Science container • 248 000 €
A touring container with equipment for experiments and 
exploration of science and art, similarly to Heureka for 
phenomenon-based learning, during breaks or after-
school activities, events and young people’s projects.

1039 Enhancing the opportunities to study native 
languages at schools • 415 000 €
This proposal suggests organizing more study hours 
of native languages for children in the form of club 
activities.

1126 More funding for diversifying the learning 
materials of Helsinki comprehensive schools • 
855 000 €
Additional funding for learning materials for Helsinki 
schools. The budget could be allocated in particular 
to grades that need new learning materials, or divided 
equally between the grades of all schools.
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Parks and nature
612 Preserving green areas • 200 000 €
An application to show green areas and create maps 
and building sites allowed for or reserved in the master 
plans and detailed plans. The City would educate people 
about how to influence land use plans.

632 Flowering trees – 20 magnolias for Helsinki • 
50 000 €
Sustainable magnolia trees and bushes would be 
planted in Helsinki, such as northern Japanese 
magnolia, umbrella magnolia, oyama magnolia and their 
varieties.

653 Lovely cherry trees for the northern parts of 
Töölönlahti Park • 35 000 €
Cherry trees for the north of Töölönlahti Park: a 
wonderful continuation to the row of cherry trees in 
Tokoinranta. The cherry trees could be divided into small 
groups, at suitable distances from each other.

707 Attractions in local nature • 240 000 €
Tables and benches, swings, play areas, outdoor 
instruments, sculptures, sensory paths, parkour 
courses, nature signs and ‘musical forest’ solutions for 
the gravel paths, trails, forests and cliffs.

732 Racks for bottles/cans next to bins, even in 
suburban areas • 40 000 €
Instead of the bin, people can place their deposit bottles 
and cans on the rack where people collecting deposit 
bottles or cans can collect them without having to 
search the bins.

831 More toys and reuse of toys for playgrounds • 
140 000 €
An unlocked storage box for public playgrounds and 
other play areas. This way, people would have the 
opportunity to recycle their old but useable sand toys, 
balls, etc.

882 Turning lawns into meadows – more comfort for 
people and help for the climate, the Baltic Sea and 
pollinators • 35 000 €
Turning lawns into meadows to offer more pleasant 
recreational areas for people and help pollinator insects 
and the climate. When the need for maintenance is 
reduced, the carbon emissions into the atmosphere will 
also decrease.

887 Launching the planting of 100,000 trees together 
with residents • 130 000 €
Via a survey, the residents would propose what kind of a 
tree could be planted and where. In this round, 100 trees 
would be planted. The City experts will assess the final 
suitability.

921 A sufficient number of neat bins with room for 
cigarette butts • 50 000 €
More bins, particularly close to benches, since the 
surroundings of the benches are often very littered. A 
section of the bins or a separate bin for cigarette butts 
would be added.

944 Outdoor places for young people to hang out in • 
230 000 €
Canopies, seating, tables and bins for outdoor lounging 
spots. The project would start as a pilot in a few places. 
The concept would be developed and further improved 
together with young people.

1003 Community Eco-gardens (with vegetable boxes 
and benches) • 85 000 €
Specially organized community gardens in different 
areas of Helsinki. Community gardens are a great way to 
bring people together, promote healthy activities and are 
good for the environment.

1061 More coniferous plants for the whole city! • 
50 000 €
Evergreen coniferous plants, in particular, would be 
increased in the City. Coniferous trees and bushes 
planted in pots could also be used, especially in places 
where planting them into the ground is not possible.

1065 Edible plants to delight everyone • 50 000 €
Edible perennials would be planted, such as rhubarb, 
tarragon, lovage, easy-to-maintain currants, gooseberry, 
cherry and plum, for everyone to enjoy the harvest.

1070 More birdwatching towers in Helsinki • 450 000 €
Birdwatcing spots where a tower structure suitable for 
the environment would make it easier to watch birds, 
raise awareness of the bird population in Helsinki and 
diversify the use of the areas.

1088 Gazebos in the parks • 600 000 €
Gazebos for parks where visitors could rest and seek 
shelter from the weather. The content will be specified 
after the voting.

Built environment
544 Making Rajasaari dog park safer for moving about 
• 88 000 €
The path circling the dog park would be renovated and 
illuminated so that moving about would be safe, even 
during darker seasons.

712 Inclusive playgrounds for Helsinki • 400 000 €
Playgrounds would be developed so that the districts 
would have parks that take the needs of all children, 
accessibility and hearing, visual or speech impairments 
into consideration.

786 Our Helsinki – Including residents’ feedback in 
plans from the early stages of land use planning • 
150 000 €
Hearing the planning architects, city councillors and 
residents regarding the area being planned in its initial 
phase before the plan preparations begin. E.g. an event 
online or at a local meeting place.

883 Walking and cycling during roadworks • 60 000 €
Preparing instructions for contractors on how to 
arrange pedestrian and cycling traffic in a clear and safe 
manner, with the help of experts by experience and a 
consultant and as a part of the worksite development 
project.

962 More bicycle racks in the city! • 100 000 €
The number of safe bicycle parking spaces should be 
increased in parks and schoolyards.

1071 Spotlights for the city • 200 000 €
The sites and public sculptures of the City of Helsinki 
that are missing lighting and a sign would be surveyed. 
After the survey, the lighting of the various sites and the 
signs on public art would be complemented.

Health and well-being
545 Food aid 2.2 • 400 000 €
A two-year pilot for the entire city, Ruoka-apu 2.2, 
would shorten food queues by informing people of 
the distribution locations and services available and 
providing guidance for the recipients of food aid.

589 Stops for wellbeing – a mobile app that promotes 
physical activity among residents • 335 000 €
An application that would promote exercise and function 
e.g. in parks, bus stops and running trails. The target 
group is residents who would like to exercise more and 
receive tips for increasing their activity.

596 Mobile service point Apu-Paku • 313 000 €
A mobile guidance point for seniors that would be a 
channel for outreach and mobile social work, guidance 
and service counselling and share information about the 
City’s services for various needs.

639 Empowerment and making Harju Youth Centre into 
a centre of cultures • 115 000 €
A coordinator for the operations of Harju Youth Centre 
and accelerating the renovation schedule, which could 
lead to cooperation with educational institutions and on-
the-job learning periods for young people.

710 Electric tricycles for senior centres and community 
centres to be borrowed by pensioners and people with 
disabilities • 140 000 €
Electric bicycles suitable for seniors and people with 
reduced ability to function would be acquired for senior 
and community centres to promote movement.

726 Understanding for resolving the social challenges 
in suburban centres • 135 000 €
Borough-center visitors will be interviewed for 
information about the lifestyles, needs and situations 
of the persons who cause disturbances and the 
relationship between their lives and the area and its 
commercial centre.

735 Housing for all Helsinki residents • 386 000 €
Of all state-subsidised housing, a large percentage 
would be assigned to homeless people in Helsinki and 
those with rental debt. If necessary, support would be 
customised to bring it to each resident’s own home.

790 Accessible social and healthcare services in a 
multilingual city • 350 000 €
Accessible social and healthcare services through 
multilingual booking and interpretation services.

795 Diverse and accessible exercise groups for various 
areas of the city • 100 000 €
Exercise groups offering suitable forms of exercise 
particularly for seniors and people who speak foreign 
languages.

875 Pop-up dental care • 160 000 €
The services of the mobile oral healthcare unit would be 
extended to customer groups who are less likely to seek 
out services. Dental check-ups and small-scale dental 
care e.g. at seniors’ care facilities.
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877 A touring youth worker ‘kiosk’ for schools • 
205 000 €
A ‘discussion kiosk’ run by school youth workers for 
lower secondary schools. Young people could book a 
series of five discussion sessions with a professional, 
for example. Alternatively, discussions could be held via 
chat.

914 More doctors at health stations • 880 000 €
Half of OmaStadi’s budget for the entire city would be 
used to hire (temporary) doctors at health stations.

917 Feeling good – mental health skills and peer 
support for Helsinki residents • 244 000 €
Meeting places for libraries to support mental well-being 
and learn about and discuss matters of mental health 
with an expert by experience available for meeting, and 
some of the activities would be held remotely.

929 Support for the parents of young people • 
150 000 €
The City would set recommendations on how to restrict 
children, which would help parents create their own 
boundaries. The City would hire easily approachable 
social services professionals to support parenting.

959 Our Helsinki – The Dösä • 158 000 €
An Inclusion Bus that would involve people to influence 
shared topics. Ideas, regardless of place of residence, 
education or world views, would be compiled into an 
information package that would be helpful in future 
development.

976 Online resources for diversity in companies • 
323 000 €
Website with resources is made available to Helsinki’s 
companies that wish to integrate their employees. The 
resources support companies that need guidance to 
improve their international culture.

1021 Proper lighting (Educational website and ‘smart 
lights’ in Helsinki city center) • 60 000 €
A website that will educate people about lighting in 
private and public places, how to illuminate their homes 
& importance of quality sleep. Implementing the ‘proper 
lighting’ project in Sinebrychoff Park.

1079 Guide training for holding walking tours; more 
walking tours in city districts! • 60 000 €
Right now, there is a need for local guided walks around 
districts. Volunteers would be trained on the courses of 
Helsinki adult education centre.

1086 Developing support for pet owners in Helsinki • 
40 000 €
It would be studied how pet ownership can be supported 
as the city grows. The perspective here is an impact on 
the health and well-being of the pet, and the impact of 
these on the owner’s well-being.

Community spirit
571 Walker Rally 2022 in Kansalaistori • 70 000 €
A spring/summer event for seniors with playful 
competitions, such as time trials and an obstacle course. 
The best customised walker/cane/wheelchair would win 
a prize. A Granny Disco at the end.

580 Realising your show in an easy way – borrowing 
audio systems and performance equipment for all 
residents • 319 000 €
Tech kits for shows to be borrowed for events in the City 
area. The large kit includes the stages, audio system, 
lights, transport equipment and staff, while the smaller 
kits could be carried on a trailer of a bicyle.

582 Tinder for seniors – Find a friend! • 170 000 €
A service concept through which a senior can find a 
friend and meaningful shared activities; people seeking 
friends can find each other.

642 Digital noticeboards to be used by the City and 
districts: pilot in Puotila, Kulosaari, Herttoniemi, 
Laajasalo and Mellunmäki • 155 000 €
A digital noticeboard for a central place in each area. 
The information screen would include e.g. an area 
map, information about events and timetables of public 
transport.

656 Developing the operating models for the evening 
and weekend use of community centres • 171 000 €
Operating models would be developed to keep the 
community centres open extensively, even in the evening 
and at weekends.

657 ‘A shared journey’ transport service for seniors • 
170 000 €
An eco-friendly delivery service organised by senior 
centres that would motivate and provide support for 
seniors. The employees would coordinate the transport 
services and provide digital support as necessary.

830 Getting to know your neighbours! • 110 000 €
A ‘get to know your neighbours’ coordinator would be 
hired for two years, tasked with helping neighbours who 
are seeking company or feeling lonely to find each other.

844 Graffiti parks in Helsinki • 195 000 €
Graffiti and street art parks that would also function as 
skateboarding parks and venues for events and culture. 

846 Residents’ rental services • 70 000 €
Borrowing services for community centres where 
people in a difficult situations, e.g. people recovering 
from substance abuse or homeless people, could 
borrow activity equipment and/or various items to make 
everyday life easier.

881 Karaoke for service centres • 40 000 €
A Singa online karaoke system for service centres. It is 
an easy-to-use karaoke app that works on any computer 
or Apple iPad. The required equipment would be 
purchased for the service centres.

899 Table with chess and checkers boards • 35 000 €
Chess and checkers boards for Helsinki parks.

912 ‘Find a friend’ website and friends’ nights at 
Kalasataman Vapaakaupunki • 170 000 €
A page for seeking friends on the City of Helsinki’s 
website and friends’ evenings at Kalasataman 
Vapaakaupunki. The find-a-friend service would be 
directed at Helsinki residents aged 18 or over. 

933 Low-threshold meeting place • 700 000 €
A low-threshold lounge for Helsinki residents that would 
offer breakfast and/or warm meals, healthcare guidance, 
computers for using services, and maybe a pool table 
and other leisure activities.

937 Visiting grandmas and grandpas for children at 
daycare centres and schools • 121 200 €
‘Grannies and grandpas’ appointed for daycare centres 
and schools would hold a fairytale/reading session, for a 
duration of one class, once a month/week. The teachers 
would agree on the topics with the sponsors.

949 Common, mobile, multipurpose facilities • 
180 000 €
A modifiable and mobile space, which would be 
particularly suitable for families, immigrants’ integration, 
education for young people, residents’ associations, 
volunteer organisations and artists.

958 Inclusion 365 service to compile activity 
opportunities and prevent loneliness • 400 000 €
The calendar would inform people of participation and 
activity opportunities for each season and help them 
find activities, communities, events and chat groups. 
People could also add their own events to the calendar.

975 Online Guide for Court Yards • 60 000 €
The service would assist in creating a communal yard 
and help develop yard areas (e.g. a connection to other 
buildings in the block, alternatives for a yard, how urban 
nature can be diversified and stormwaters controlled).

1004 Multicultural Helsinki (more multicultural 
activities) • 38 800 €
More courses in English, which could include parenting 
courses, cooking classes, music lessons, outdoor 
activities, meditation & yoga classes, well-being, 
discussions about life in Finland & Finnish culture.

1024 Inclusion services for children with special needs 
• 380 000 €
Activities for people with special needs, also involving 
other residents, and creating educational projects for 
youngsters about people with special needs facilitating 
their engagement and understanding.

1031 Fairytale Helsinki A Helsinki-wide cultural event 
that inspires play and creativity • 124 000 €
A joyful and inclusive cultural event for the whole of 
Helsinki that would encourage imagination, play and 
creativity and focus on fairytales, stories, folklore and 
fairytale characters.

1034 A mobile and flexible drive-in cinema for 
exceptional times and to serve groups with special 
needs • 197 000 €
A moveable and weather-proof outdoor screen and 
audio system for showing films outdoors in April and 
August–October. 

1058 ‘Helsinki Voucher’ to enliven the city that has 
suffered from COVID-19 • 880 000 €
A ‘discount voucher’ distributed to households. The 
Helsinki Voucher can be used anywhere in Helsinki.  The 
City would define the purposes of the Helsinki Voucher, 
as well as its sum and validity period.

1060 News videos in plain language about the current 
events in the City of Helsinki • 102 080 €
News in plain language would be produced regarding 
current topics in the City that concern all residents. 
This would be modelled after Yle News in plain language, 
which share news in simple Finnish.

1068 Labels signalling the languages spoken by the 
staff of cultural and social services institutions • 
35 000 €
The employees of libraries, health stations and other 
important institutions would wear a label showing 
which languages they speak. This would be particularly 
beneficial for people who have recently moved to 
Finland.
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